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G
et to know your neighbours. Even if you’re not

the most outgoing person, make an effort to

introduce yourself to your neighbours. It can

be as simple as greeting them if you pass them on

the sidewalk or waving hello when sitting around

outside. Developing relationships with your

neighbours is mutually beneficial for fostering

trust with the goal of making your community a

better, safer place to live. Get involved during

summer months to bring community residents

together in a relaxing atmosphere.

Participate in a community building initiative.

Building community is important to make sure

everyone in your neighbourhood is familiar with

one another and is aware of the community’s

safety goals. Aside from safety, community

building can help neighbours build friendships

and make the neighbourhood a pleasant, inclusive

place to live. Community building initiatives like

our Farmers Market and our Waterfront Festival

are good places to meet your neighbours.

Get to know your local police. It is helpful 

to know what initiatives the police are

implementing to fight crime in your

neighbourhood. If your community members can

help watch for and report potentially suspicious

activity to law enforcement; this builds a

relationship between your neighbourhood and the

police. These relationships help deter crime by

employing a “brother’s keeper” strategy for

community safety. 

Spend time outdoors. Simply seeing residents

outside and active in their communities is

sometimes enough to deter potential criminals.

Empty streets with residents who keep to

themselves will have the opposite effect. Go for a

walk around your neighbourhood or read a book

on your balcony or park bench.

We all need to be aware of what going on

around us. Speeding vehicles, bicycles on the 

path or on the street, jet boats operating in an

irresponsible manner and pets off leash and

owners not picking up after their pets are

examples of events that could be minimized

through reporting by the community. 

Call our local Police 416-808-2200, Harbour

Police 416-808-5800 and 311 Toronto, and report

what you see.

We will continue attending city council

meetings and bringing a formal list of requests

with us as your community’s representatives.

Having our requests in writing gives our city repre-

sentatives something concrete to work with.

Enjoy a safe & healthy summer!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

BUILDING
A SAFE
COMMUNITY
BY JIM REEKIE ,  HBSCA PRESIDENT
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EDITOR’S PICKS
SUMMER READS

THE NOMAD’S PREMONITION

NOMAD ON THE RUN

If you like a good thriller filled
with mystery and intrigue, then
Humber Bay Shores own, author
Georges Benay's Nomad series is
the perfect summer read. Georges
is currently working on the third
book in the series so now is a
good time to get started!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Georges Benay is a former international banker who is now working as a Toronto (Humber Bay)-based

writer and award-winning freelance photographer. He is the author of the Nomad series, including the

recently released thriller The Nomad’s Premonition and a collection of short stories. His award winning pic-

tures have been featured in several magazines and book covers. The Nomad series is available on Amazon.

B
eneath the golden desert and azure seas
of Morocco lurks a hidden world of
greed, deceit and financial terrorism. But

the players are not who you might think. Lured
away from his seemingly idyllic life as a man-
aging director for a major international bank
in Toronto, Eric Martin returns to his ancestral
roots in Morocco. Tempted by a mysterious
offer from a boutique financial firm, Eric soon
discovers he has walked into the middle of a
whirlwind where everyone has their own
secret agenda and he unwittingly has become
the key to unlocking them all. From the broad
avenues of Toronto to the mean streets of

Casablanca, Eric rushes to discover the truth
before time runs out. 

But who can he trust? The power and attraction
of money is strong. In the midst of a dangerous
cast of characters, Jeff Offenbach, bank president,
knows more than he lets on. But how much does
he know? Is he a key player in a scheme to ter-
rorize the global economy, or is he just trying to
save his firm from becoming another victim of
the global economic collapse? Valerie is the
unknown factor. Is she involved in the partners’
machinations, or is she as guileless as Eric? 

Can he trust her? And more importantly,
will he survive long enough to find out?

E
ric Martin is desperate to forget his past,
one that almost cost him his future. Now
working in Paris as deputy head of a

bank’s internal security department, Eric
notices a high-speed trader’s uncanny ability
to predict extremely profitable trades. Even
though there’s nothing overtly illegal about
the activity, Eric can’t help but feel the trader’s
success is more than just luck. Yet, no one
believes him. Armed with just a handful of
data and a powerful instinct, Eric searches for
the mysterious trader on his own. He soon
suspects that the same predictive algorithm he
fought so hard to protect has fallen into the
wrong hands. 

Eric sets off to Istanbul to find answers 
promised to him by a less than forthcoming
informant. He finds an unlikely ally in Interpol
agent Stephanie Brulé, but is adamant about
completing his mission alone. With Interpol
determined to get him back to Paris and out of
the way, the sudden appearances of his ex-lover,
a boss he’s not sure he can trust and a terrorist
who always seems one step ahead, Eric’s quest
for justice is hampered at every turn.

Will Eric finally put an end, once and for all, to
the nightmare that began when he hastily
accepted a job that was too good to be true? Or will
his need for revenge and justice lead him deeper
into a dangerous world he cannot escape?



www.mattamyhomes.com
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F
or a good decade, white subway tile has

been the habitual choice in bathrooms —

as much of a no-brainer as putting

ketchup on fries. Those glossy-as-Chiclets

rectangles offer not only familiarity but also

finesse, a classic, crisp look that works in both

traditional and contemporary settings. 

But lately we’ve been seeing a move towards

feisty upstarts. Geometric tiles are covering

floors and walls for an eye-catching look. Over-

lapping fish-scale patterns are offering a

dynamic difference in showers. Porcelain tiles —

particularly those that emulate wood, cement or

marble — are gaining ground. Encaustic cement

tiles in beguiling swirls that look lifted right out

of an old European café are having a moment in

the best-designed bathrooms. And colourful tiles

are no longer reserved for the quirky set. 

Pink, or millennial pink as the dusty blush-

beige shade is known, is no longer limited to

little girls. It has become both a sophisticated

and sassy choice in bathrooms and interiors as

a whole. One of the early adopters was Paris-

based architect India Mahdavi, who in 2014

turned the dining room in the restaurant

Sketch in London’s Mayfair district into a

daring and stunning explosion of pink and

velvet. (Google it, for full effect.)

“Millennial pink tiles are becoming more

popular and are appearing everywhere from

terrazzo looks, to patchwork, to larger format

[tiles],” says Alena Capra, a designer and an

ambassador to Coverings, North America’s

largest tile and stone show that was held in

Atlanta this year. “However, most homeowners

still lean towards more classic colours like

blues and greys,” she says. “I see millennial

pink making a much bigger impact in fashion

because it tends to have less longevity than

products for the home, but it does also work

nicely as an accent colour.”

Capra’s personal tile picks for bathrooms

are perhaps easier to live with than pink.

“Some of my favourite current trends include

bold patchwork flooring, wood porcelain and

gauged porcelain panels that look like marble.” 

The Tiles
Have Turned
S’LONG, SUBWAY TILE!
WE’RE GIVING YOU A BREAK 
IN THE BATHROOM.
BY IRIS BENAROIA
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These panels are huge, thin slabs that truly trick the eye into

thinking you’re seeing Carrara. Extra bonus: unlike the real stone,

they’re low maintenance.  

Capra recommends spending time when choosing tiles. They

should never be an afterthought. “Tile can make any bathroom

amazing!” she adds. “There are so many beautiful options out there

and I love creating new looks for clients. In fact, I have never used

the same tile combination twice because there’s so much to choose

from,” she says. “Sometimes just changing tile patterns can create an

incredible look, like a herringbone floor.”

But, if you really must stick with subway tile, Capra suggests jazzing up

the staple with a vibrant floor tile, for instance. It’s a great way to make a

big impact, as the neutral backdrop will allow the floor to have its moment

in the spotlight. A stippling of black and white penny tiles underfoot is a

seasoned combination that won’t have you in regret mode anytime soon.

And their raised texture means no slips on wet floors. Whatever you do,

have fun when choosing tiles for your next bathroom project. You’ll be

amazed what’s out there when you stray from subway tile.

Iris Benaroia is a design journalist whose writing has appeared in publi-

cations across North America, including House & Home, Style at Home,

The Globe and Mail and Toronto Life.
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TOP: Concrete-look tiles by Italy's 
ABK Lab create an elegant feel in this
spa-like space. LEFT: Dolce Vita, the
new line from Spain's Vives, showcases
pink's grown-up side. BELLOW:
Popham Design's sassy cement tiles
add a bright burst of colour in this
bathroom by Alberic de Bisschop for
Fleur Delesalle.
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C
anada is in an enviable position as a

world leader in the world of

innovation.  We  rank fifth in the

OECD for creative thinking, ninth for

problem solving in a technology-

rich environment and fourth in

the world on patents related to

quantum computing. Over 87%

of Canadians and 95% of

Canadian businesses are

connected to the Internet. A

staggering 94% of Canadian

businesses use personal data.

Furthermore, young Canadians

spend, on average, five hours a day

on the Internet and while we can argue

on the merits of that, the fact remains we

are a connected country. 

When you look at other statistics,

such as the fact that global e-commerce

reached US$1.9 trillion in 2016, that

eight to nine percent of labour demand

in 2030 will be in jobs that do not exist

today, much of the future is online.  New

technologies have radically changed the

ways all of us access information, shop,

socialize and work.  Many of us live on

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and a

plethora of other apps and sites. We buy

online, we sell online and we pay bills

and even monitor our health online.

This digital innovation is essential to

growing our economy, attracting

investment and creating middle-class

jobs for Canadians, but we must also

recognize that the potential of a data-

driven economy must be balanced

against Canadians’ rights to have their

data and privacy protected.

It is estimated that cybercrime will cost

the world US$6 trillion annually by 2021.

While this digital revolution has

brought with it a world of opportunity for

all of us, it has also unleashed new and

uncharted challenges surrounding the

changing nature of work, privacy,

information and consent. 

This is why the Honourable Navdeep

Bains, the federal Minister of Innovation,

Science and Economic Development, has

launched a national consultation on

digital and data transformation in

order to better understand how

Canada can drive innovation,

prepare Canadians for the future

of work and ensure we have trust

and confidence in how our data

is used.

Over the summer, roundtable

consultations will take place in

cities across Canada with business,

academia, civil society and others.

However, all Canadians are invited to

have their say and participate in the Digital

and Data Consultations online.   Please

visit https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/084.nsf/

eng/home to participate in this important

process.

Help the government plan the future

so we take advantage of all opportunities

all the while ensuring it is done safely

and in the interest of all Canadians.  

James Maloney is the Federal Member of 

Parliament for Etobicoke-Lakeshore and has

been a resident in the riding for 40 years.

Prior to becoming the M.P., Mr. Maloney

served as the City Councillor for Ward 5 and

practised law, full-time, as a partner at

Hughes-Amys.

HH

BY JAMES MALONEY ,  M.P.

DAZZLING AND
DIZZYING
INNOVATION

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/084.nsf/
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D
on’t let chronic pain and tightness

restrict you from the activities you

love. Recreational activities help

you relieve stress, maintain a healthy

weight, build strong muscles and bones,

improve mobility and support good

habits. The best approach or preventive

strategy is to continue activity (“motion

is lotion” for your joints) within a pain-

free zone. If your favourite activity is

causing pain or discomfort it is a good

time to consult a professional for correc-

tive treatment so that a small problem

does not get to be a big and permanent

issue. While ‘pushing through’ is popular

mindset, for some this approach can lead

to further dysfunction and eventually

having to stop the activity all together.

The goal is always to keep you doing what

you love to do most, so that you stay

active as much and as long as possible!

In addition to warming up, staying

hydrated and cooling down, here are some

tips to keep you healthy and moving:

LEARN THE PROPER TECHNIQUE: Learning

the proper technique can maximize your

body’s performance which means that

everything is more efficient. When your

body is more efficient you can do an

activity for longer and more often.

MAXIMIZE YOUR MOBILITY: Maintaining

good mobility for muscles and joints will

contribute to your athletic ability and

help prevent injury. Restrictions in mus-

cles and joint function can hamper your

technique and lead to sprains and strains.

This can involve different types of

stretching and is often an all over

approach vs just stretching one specific

area. Remember our body is one system…

think of a cat and how they often stretch

their entire body — they are a limber and

agile animal. To only stretch one thing

can make one area hypermobile and

another one less mobile.

NUTRITION: Be sure you are consuming

adequate protein and nutrients/vitamins

to ensure lean muscle and support for

your specific activity.

DON’T OVERDO IT: Take your time and

work up your activity level slowly before

pushing yourself too hard. It is good to

test a boundary, but not to push beyond

it if your body isn’t ready.

TREAT INJURIES PROMPTLY: If you suffer

an injury or pain from an activity, ice the

area to reduce swelling and seek profes-

sional help. Early, active treatment will

help your recovery and minimize future

physical problems.

Remember that life is ageless … it’s a

combination of activity and a healthy

attitude. Be proud of what you accom-

plish as it will continue to motivate you.

Let’s enjoy life to the fullest.

Dr. Maureen Henderson

has been a practicing chiro-

practor in Etobicoke since

1975. She is also the head

coach of the Ideal Protein

Weight Loss Program. Her

son, Dr. Shawn Henderson, has been a chiro-

practor at Kingsway Health for 20 years and

is also an acupuncture provider. Kingsway

Health has a full range of NATURAL HEALTH

services to meet your individual and family

needs. Call 416-231-9502 today or book online

at www.kingswayhealth.ca to schedule an

appointment with Dr. Henderson.

HH

health & wellness

ACTIVE AND
PAIN FREE
BY DR. MAUREEN HENDERSON 

HOW TO ENJOY LIFE
TO THE FULLEST

http://www.kingswayhealth.ca
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COMMUNITY News

T
he Humber Bay Shores Condo-

minium Association has meetings

with traffic, transportation and

parks staff about four times annually to

discuss issues of concern and to seek

solutions. One of the main concerns

relates to enforcement of bylaws or regula-

tions mandated by the City. Enforcement

is defined as the act of compelling obser-

vance of or compliance with a law, 

rule, or obligation. When common sense

rules are respectfully observed by all in a

community order, civility, safety and

enjoyment are more likely.  When people

disregard, ignore or neglect these rules or

by-laws and if enough people follow suit,

chaos and frustration results.

So what are examples of blatant disre-

gard of rules?  We have all experienced this

on our trails, roads and parks.  Vehicles

dashing on our roadways jumping traffic

queues, cyclists racing on our trails,

ignoring stops or yield, speed or dismount

signage.  With traffic congestion, entitled

drivers will drive on wrong side, ignore no-

turn or other traffic signage.  They ignore

“No Parking” or “No Stopping” signage

feeling that engaging their “emergency”

flashers make their infractions justifiable.

Disregarding condominium rules,

smokers toss their cigarette butts over the

balcony. Graffiti taggers paint their

moniker on sides of buildings and other

structures.  Irresponsible pet owners let

their dog off-leash or forego picking up

dog waste.  Rowdy park visitors drive their

sea-doos through restricted environ-

mental areas, strew their garbage meters

from waste containers, light fires or set off

fireworks.  In essence, the entitled who

ignore the rules do as they wish... and

often get away with it.

One enabling reason for escalating

breaches in rule observance is lack of

enforcement... for the entitled they can

continue to do as they wish.  They can

park for hours in “No Stopping” / “No

Parking Anytime” zones, take a handicap

parking spot, toss their cigarette butts as

though sidewalks are their dumping

ground, drive carelessly making illegal

turns knowing that they can either afford

getting caught or rarely ever get caught, so

why bother with the rules if enforcement

is lax.  The entitled do as they please.

When driving QEW eastward toward

the Park Lawn exit, ever notice that most

local-knowledge drivers drop their speed

down to 70 kph — because a radar trap is

frequently seen hiding under the Grand

Ave pedestrian bridge?  While there may

not be a police car hidden to enforce the

speed limit, the risk is not worth the fine

and demerit points for many drivers.  So

selective enforcement can be a deterrent.  

Parking infractions in HBS are very

common because there is no enforcement

presence.  Traffic services staff say it does not

have the manpower and parking authority

keep telling us they only have one staff

member for all of south Etobicoke.  Often used

by the City as a remedy for lack of enforce-

ment is toughening the rules (lowering speed

limits, putting up more signage, etc.) but

without real enforcement the anarchist-like

behaviour and incidence numbers rise.  

So HBSCA and others continue to ask for

more enforcement and get the same

response–manpower issues.  It may be that

the community must take corrective

enforcement measures by calling 311 (calls

are important for response statistics) or

Toronto Parking Authority (416-808-2200).

Hiring police staff on busy weekends (Air

Show, etc) may be necessary to ticket 

abandoned cars on No Stopping/Parking

roadways — an obstacle for Emergency 

Medical/Fire Services. The community as a

whole has the power to compel regulators

to enforce the rules they apply to a commu-

nity.  Apathy and ambivalence allow abuse

of rules to continue.

BY-LAW ENFORCEMENT
IN OUR COMMUNITY

HH

BY DON HENDERSON



HUMBER BAY SHORES
CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

PLEASE CALL THE HBSCA AT
416-792-4964 • EMAIL: HBSCA@ROGERS.COM

HBSCA CALL
FOR VOLUNTEERS
The HBSCA needs a number of volunteers 

to help with various programs and initiatives.

Do you have a little spare time 
to contribute to your community?

Are you interested in a part-time job and have
about 8 hours a week free? Do you like

to spend time in your community?
This may be ideal for you! 

CALL FOR AD SALES REPRESENTATIVE 

mailto:HBSCA@ROGERS.COM


Hotels.com
At a quarter of a century old, the longest-
standing hotel booking service — now a
mega-popular app — benefits from a clean
interface, maps and Uber integration,
support for smartwatches, a “secret price”
feature and the best loyalty and rewards
program around (including a “stay 10
nights and get the next one free” feature).
To reduce the likelihood of fake reviews,
all customers who rate or review 
a hotel must have 
stayed there.
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FOR SUMMER
TRAVEL

AWESOME
APPS BY MARC SALTZMAN

Whether it’s tighter security for air travel or congestion on highways during a road trip, summer travel can be stressful to

the say the least. And then there’s managing an itinerary and possibly juggling new time zones and currency exchanges —

especially for overseas excursions. The good news is you’re likely carrying a smartphone with you and with the right apps it

could make your trip a much smoother one. Whether you’re heading out with family or friends or planning a business trip,

there are countless travel-related iOS and Android apps to download. 

The following are a few worthy (and free) suggestions.

Roadtrippers — Trip Planner
An ideal tool for road warriors in the
Canada and U.S., Roadtrippers lets you
discover millions of places along your
route, whether you need a great restau-
rant, a recommended motel or hotel,
national park, quirky roadside attrac-
tions or other points of interest. Plan,
save and share your trip itinerary with
family and friends, plus it’s always up-
to-date since it’s synchronized
between all devices (such as a partner’s
smartphone).

TripIt
As a must-have app for travelers, forward all your confirmation
emails to plans@tripit.com — such as flights, hotels, rental
cars and such — and the service will “automagically” orga-
nize everything into a detailed summary, complete with
confirmation codes, maps and other info. While free,
there’s the optional TripIt Pro, a premium $49/year service
with extra perks like real-time flight alerts, alternate flights
(if yours is delayed or canceled) and much more.

mailto:plans@tripit.com%E2%80%94
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Google Translate
Recently updated and expanded to an
incredible 103 languages (for text transla-
tion), Google Translate (free) is a traveler’s
dream for its ease of use, offline support (for
59 languages) and many ways to translate
one language into another. For example, use
the smartphone microphone for speech
translation, handwriting support, bilingual
conversations, a quick-access phrasebook
and even an augmented reality feature —
translate text in images instantly by just
pointing your phone’s camera at a sign,
menu, or photo (38 languages).

Waze
You’ve heard of Google Maps, of course,
but road-trippers should consider loading
up Waze on their smartphone as it’s the
world’s largest community-based naviga-
tion app. By crowd-sourcing traffic and
road info from millions of Waze users
(“Wazers”), you get real-time info on the
roads around you, such as accidents, con-
struction zones, speed traps and more —
all to give you the fastest route to your
destination. Google owns Waze, by the
way but you’ll need the Waze app to take
advantage of the real-time info.

Netflix, Amazon Prime
If you’re a Netflix or Amazon Prime subscriber (from
$10/month), you can download TV shows and movies to watch
offline — so the kids in the backseat won’t incur any data
charges while remaining entertained on road tips. Download
or stream many thousands of shows and movies, including
exclusives, whether you want to search by keyboard, browse by
category or pick up where you last left off (even on another
device). You can also download music from services like Spotify
— before you go — to avoid data charges.

Yelp
Craving a good steak while vacationing? Need to find a gift
for your finicky nephew? Car almost out of gas while on
your road trip? Yelp helps you find businesses near you,
via your device’s GPS and lets you read more than 100 mil-
lion reviews from others before you go. Narrow your
searches by neighbourhood, distance, rating, and price;
make restaurant reservations via OpenTable; or use the
app’s augmented reality (AR) feature, where you hold up
your phone to see info superimposed on top of the real
world around you. 

Other great travel apps to have on
you: Duolingo for bite-sized
lessons to learn new languages;
Skype, Google Duo or FaceTime
for video chatting with folks back
at home (and free over Wi-Fi);
Libby by Overdrive for storing all
your library-borrowed ebooks and
audiobooks on your phone or
tablet; and Uber and Lyft for a
better (and much cheaper) overall
experience while hailing a ride.
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WITH A HUGE GROWTH IN THE CONDO MARKET
over 2017, the financial gap between a condo and
a freehold property has narrowed dramatically.
Condo owners have received huge financial gains
and with a slowdown in the freehold market, it
has become an attractive time to upsize from a
condo to a semi-detached or detached property.

Red Square Team is a locally based west end
Real Estate team that strives to maximize the
value of our clients’ property whilst providing a
wealth of experience and knowledge to assist our
clients to purchase their dream home.

ARE YOU CONTEMPLATING A MOVE?
We are often asked “what are the factors that I
need to consider when selling my condo?” With
the market shifting in response to financial and
legislative changes, it is more important than ever
to ensure you are maximizing the value of your
unit. We have a formula to enable this to happen:

PRICING STRATEGY 
Proper pricing sets the stage for the entire selling
process. Factors that can affect the price of your
condo include size/square footage, location, con-
dition, parking and building amenities. We review
condo sales in your immediate building and
neighbourhood and discuss the pros and cons of
different pricing options. 

TIMING 
Timing is a critical consideration when selling
your condo. Whether you have already purchased,
or would prefer to sell first, we will discuss timing
options based on: 
• The characteristics of your own condo. 
• Annual trends and current inventory levels. 
• Current market conditions. 
• Any recent legislative or interest rate changes. 

With the pricing and timing strategy defined,
our team develops a project plan in order to pre-
pare and stage your condo. Our objective is to
provide you with the ultimate service model and
present your condo in its best light. 

PREPARATION 
We pride ourselves by going the extra mile. We
thoroughly prepare your condo for sale and co-
ordinate our service providers to reduce your time
and effort in the preparation of getting your
condo market ready. 

We coordinate the following services to get
your condo ready for sale:
• We deliver boxes and packing material. 
• We provide the resource to declutter your

condo. 
• We schedule our painters to touch up or refresh. 
• We schedule our handyman for repairs. 
• We book our professional photographers. 
• We obtain current floorplans of your condo. 
• We arrange for a full prelist clean of your condo. 
• We provide fresh flowers for the week of the

listing. 

STAGING 
Staging truly works! Every property shows better,
photographs better and has more viewings when
staged. After the preparation, we stage your
condo at zero cost to you. We are passionate
about presenting a condo in its best light. In 2017
our sale prices averaged 18% over list price.
• Our furniture and accessories are current and

tasteful.
• We stage to complement your condo and the

tastes of the buyer.

• Our condos do not look sterile or like a staging
show room.

• Our condos look so amazing that our clients
want us to stage their new home.

• We spend an average of 12 hours packing and
staging at $0 cost to you.

MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA 
The goal of our marketing is to reach as many suit-
able buyers as possible. The more people viewing
your condo the more offers you are likely to get. 

We do this through a combination of extensive
preparation coupled with professional pho-
tographs, engaging marketing materials and
social media.  We present your condo at its very
best to buyers using a mix of traditional and dig-
ital methods. 

EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR REALTOR
At Red Square Team we focus on providing you with
an ultimate service model to get the best possible
results, underlined with our commitment to ensuring
a smooth and trouble-free real estate process. 

Are you thinking of moving? Interview us to see
how we compare. You won’t be disappointed.

Until next time, 
Gillian Ritchie & The Red Square Team
Sales Representatives | Royal LePage Real Estate 
Services, Ltd., Brokerage | redsquareteam.com
647-490-0500 | team@redsquareteam.com 

Local Business FEATURE
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OUTGROWING YOUR CONDO?
LET THE RED SQUARE TEAM HELP YOU.

mailto:team@redsquareteam.com


www.redsquareteam.com


V
acations are not a luxury, they are a
necessity for a well-balanced,
healthy life — as important as eating

well and getting exercise. It doesn’t matter
if you travel to the far corners of the world
or enjoy a relaxing stay-cation. Whether
with friends and family or on your own,
make sure you make the most of this well-
deserved break and avoid these pitfalls! 

What is the real price
That incredible deal you found for a flight
or hotel may not be such a bargain once you
figure in additional costs.  Several airlines
have introduced new budget fares — you
may save a few dollars but you cannot
choose a seat even if you wish to pay for it;
you will be the last to board and even have
to pay for carry-on bags. Extra taxes, seat
selection and checked bag fees or resort
fees can add hundreds to your trip’s overall
price. Are you on a website that offers fares
in another currency? It is all in the fine print
— if you care to read on that far.

Is a discount worth it
The lowest price may come with restrictions
— non-refundable payments, reduced
loyalty benefits (ie no points, upgrades or
wifi). If these things are important, then
weigh the benefits against the savings.
While there are legitimate third-party
vendors, many hotel managers state that if
a hotel is oversold, guests who have booked
through a discount online vendor other
than the hotel will be the first to be “walked”
to a similar hotel close by (when available). 

Deceptive descriptions
It doesn’t take much to make even the
most run-down hotel look amazing — a
little Photoshop here and there and a
two-star can look like a five-star. There
are also “copy-cat” websites that often
use the hotel, cruise line or airline’s
identity without permission.  That
gorgeous vacation rental you found could

be a scam. Even if there is an actual
property, thieves have been able to
redirect the emails from potential
renters, then get them to make a hefty
down payment via wire transfer. Upon
arrival — the true owner knows nothing
about your rental and are already booked.

Free vacation offers
We’ve all had that phone call letting us
know we’ve won a free vacation. All you
have to do is provide your credit card for
the extra fees — which often end up
costing you more than if you had just
booked a vacation on your own.  No
matter how tempting, it’s probably best to
just say “no”.

The timeshare trap
Research shows that about 85 percent of
timeshare buyers come to feel remorse
about it. While timeshares can work to
your benefit, high-pressure sales tactics
often result in bad decision making. Often
you are locked into one resort / one date
and the fees on top of your basic stay can
be as much as if you just booked the
property as part of a package with airfare —
especially if it is on sale. The resell market
is flooded with timeshare owners who are
paying annual maintenance fees on
vacation shares they bought on impulse or
can no longer use. Many resorts will offer
a free spa package if you come listen to
their “tour” but if you are not in the market
for timeshare, go enjoy the beach instead.

Worldwide Travel Scams 
Knowledge about your destination goes a
long way to protect tourists from
becoming an easy target. Some of the
most well-known scams include
overpayment to taxi drivers who insist on
taking you to another destination (their
brother’s shop), street vendors who pass
you an item to look at then demand
payment or pickpockets (tourists may pat

their pocket to make sure their valuables
are still there — and they have just
signaled exactly which pockets to target).
Be sure to learn local customs not only so
that you don’t stand out as a tourist but
so that you avoid offending your hosts.

Financial matters
Be sure to let your financial institution
know where and when you will be
travelling. In an attempt to protect you from
a fraudulent foreign charge, the bank may
put a block on your credit card leaving you
without money until you can straighten
things out. Know the local exchange rate —
some of the most well-known scams
include exorbitant currency exchange rates
for travelers who don’t know better. And
though credit cards and bank cards are
widely accepted, it is always best to have
some local currency on hand — just in case!

DIY, Packaged Tour or work
with a professional
Technology has brought the world to us;
we can find almost anything online. If you
plan your own itinerary, be sure to protect
yourself from some of the scams.  A travel
agent who has worldwide contacts and
can tailor a trip to your interests and be an
advocate for you. Travel is very personal
and there is something for everyone. 

Ready to be inspired? For more information
visit www.HumberBayTravel.com
Humber Bay Travel, 88 Palace Pier Ct. #103. 
416-236-2266 • info@HumberBayTravel.com
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travel

BY KRISTA GARNEY CLUETT

HH

NAVIGATING YOUR
NEXT VACATION

http://www.HumberBayTravel.com
mailto:info@HumberBayTravel.com
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EXCITING NEWS
FOR THE HUMBER BAY 
SHORES COMMUNITY!!
Introducing in collaboration

with the Humber Bay Shores

Condo Association, Humber

Bay Travel, Can-ar Coach &

TripOn, customized coach

trips for Humber Bay Shores

residents. See below for

more details and call

Humber Bay Travel to book!

Happy TrailS!

HUMBER BAY SHORES
CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

www.humberbaytravel.com
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expert adviCe

N
inety-five per cent of us name a
family member or friend to act as
our attorney, executor or trustee to

help manage our affairs if we become
incapacitated, to help settle our estate
after we pass away or to administer an
ongoing trust.

When the time comes to act, many
people find they do not have the knowl-
edge, interest or time to properly fulfil
their responsibilities as an Attorney,
Executor or Trustee. That’s why it’s impor-
tant to keep everyone concerned well
informed about their various responsibil-
ities and to consider your options,
whether you are naming someone, or you
have been named yourself.

ATTORNEY FOR PROPERTY
Being named an Attorney for Property
(Mandate for Property in Quebec) means
that you are required to act exclusively for
the benefit of the individual who
appointed you. You may, for example, be
required to manage and safeguard all
assets including reviewing their invest-
ment portfolio with their investment
advisor to ensure that it is structured in a
way to meet their financial needs. 

As Attorney (called a Mandatary in
Quebec), you may be responsible for a
number of tasks related to an individual’s
property and assets, including gathering
documentation and administering the
account, making investment decisions in
your loved one’s interest, detailed record
keeping and filing income tax returns.

EXECUTOR
If you have been named Executor (called
a liquidator in Quebec and an “estate
trustee with a Will” in Ontario) you are
responsible for a lengthy task list to

ensure your loved one’s last wishes are
carried out as expressed in their Will and
according to provincial law. 

The tasks associated with the settling
of an estate can seem endless and 
complex — from making funeral arrange-
ments and meeting with beneficiaries to
obtaining probate, protecting and item-
izing estate assets, distributing the estate
and filing final tax returns, just to name 
a few.

TRUSTEE
The role of Trustee involves several key
legal obligations including significant
management and administrative respon-
sibilities. Trustees are responsible for a
lengthy task list that bears with it the
burden of legal liability and ensuring that
the terms of the trust are carried out as
outlined in the trust deed and according
to provincial law. 

Trustees are faced with a number of
complexities and obligations including
ensuring the trust assets are protected
and managed, that there is proper trust
accounting and record keeping for bene-
ficiaries, that payments are made to third
parties and beneficiaries and that neces-
sary tax returns are filed.

As an Attorney, Executor or Trustee,
you may also face complications arising
from living in a different province or
country than the one where you have
been named or dealing with the loss or
emotional burden when you have respon-
sibility to act on a loved one’s behalf.

WHEN THE TIME COMES
Being named an Executor, Attorney or
Trustee is usually regarded as a great
honour but it can also be a burden to
carry out all the associated responsibili-

ties. However, know that there is help.
Many Canadians recognize that they lack
the time or expertise to act and choose to
work with a professional while retaining
full decision-making authority.

Financial planning services are available
through RBC Dominion Securities Inc. RBC
Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank
of Canada are separate corporate entities
which are affiliated. *Member-Canadian
Investor Protection Fund. RBC Dominion
Securities Inc. is a member company of RBC
Wealth Management, a business segment of
Royal Bank of Canada. ®Registered trade-
marks of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under
license. © 2015 Royal Bank of Canada. All
rights reserved. This article is not intended
as nor does it constitute tax or legal advice.
Readers should consult their own lawyer,
accountant or other professional advisor
when planning to implement a strategy.

UNDERSTANDING
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS
AN ATTORNEY, EXECUTOR OR TRUSTEE

HH

BY MICHAEL STORINO, CIM, FCSI , INVESTMENT & WEALTH ADVISOR

Michael L. Storino , CIM, FCSI, an Investment &

Wealth Advisor with RBC Wealth Management —

Dominion Securities. Member-Canadian Investor

Protection Fund. For more information or to inquire

about offered wealth planning services, call 

416-231-3850 or contact michael.storino@rbc.com.

www.michaelstorino.com

mailto:michael.storino@rbc.com
http://www.michaelstorino.com


RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

Questioning Your Investments?
Get an expert second opinion on your portfolio

AN UNBIASED REVIEW CAN HELP YOU:
Managing your investment 
exposure to Risk.

Keep your Fees Low.

Minimize your Taxes.

Review your Will & Estate 
Planning & Financial Planning.

Michael L. Storino, CCIM, FCSI 
Investment & Wealth Advisor 

Tel: 416-231-3850
michael.storino@rbc.com
www.michaelstorino.com

Contact Michael today for your 
complimentary second opinion service.

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate entities which are affiliated. *Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC Dominion Securities Inc. is a member company 
of RBC Wealth Management, a business segment of Royal Bank of Canada. ®Registered trademarks of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. ©2015 RBC Dominion Securities Inc. All rights reserved.

There’s Wealth in Our Approach.™

mailto:michael.storino@rbc.com
http://www.michaelstorino.com
www.kingswayhealth.ca
www.thatcondoguy.ca
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Destination Overview
Montreal sits on an island in the St

Lawrence River and is named for the triple

peaked Mt Royal. It is the largest city in

Quebec and the second most populous in

all of Canada. Montreal is the second-

largest primarily French-speaking city in

the world after Paris.

When to Go
Even in the cold of winter Montreal has its

charms, but it is during spring, summer &

fall when the restaurants spill out onto the

sidewalks and the parks come alive with

flowers that Montreal really shines.

Getting There 
Montreal is accessible from just about any-

where in Canada by plane and by train.

Getting Around 
Mass transit is very efficient, taxis are

plentiful and Uber is available as well.

Where to Stay
The Sofitel is located in the downtown

business area and next to the Museum of

Fine Arts. Beautifully decorated, comfort-

able and stylish rooms and the Renoir

restaurant is a top Montreal spot. 

Hotel Place des Armes in Old Montreal

offers a wonderful Junior Suite (only $156)

that has a King-sized bed, a sitting area

with an electric fireplace, a home theater

system, large walk-in rain shower and

therapeutic soaker tub as well as plush

goose down duvet and pillows. 

The Ritz Carlton is a AAA Five Diamond

and Forbes Four Star property and boasts a

Daniel Boulud restaurant (Maison Boulud)

and a Dom Pérignon Bar.  The 129 rooms

start at a generous 400 square feet and are

decorated in soothing shades of brown and

tan. Rooms feature amenities like luxury

linens and towels, intuitive memory of

guest’s temperature preferences upon

travel | Genius Getaways

MONTREAL
A LITTLE BIT
OF EUROPE IN
NORTH AMERICA
BY JIM FLYNN ,  FOUNDER AND EDITOR OF BESTWEEKENDS.COM
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check-in, motion sensors that activate

lights to guide guest in darkness,  TOTO

multi-functional toilet with heated seat,

automatic sensor and remote control  (it

even washes and dries you!), spacious

marble bathroom with heated floors,

heated towel racks, deep lounging tub and

a walk-in rain forest shower.

St. James Hotel located in Old Mon-

treal is another Forbes Four Star venue.

This historic, beautifully restored former

Merchants’ Bank building dates from

1870. Gorgeous rooms feature fine goose

down comforters, cotton piqué sheets

and hand-selected artwork. The hotel’s

restaurant XO Le Restaurant is a highly

rated locals’ favourite.

Where to Eat
We took a private tour of Old Montreal

and uncovered these gems; Chez Suzette,

crepes and fondues, Maison Christian

Faure, patisserie, Delices, Erable & Cie,

sweet treats and gourmet finds made

with maple syrup, Crew Collective Cafe, a

wonderful coffee bar and lunch spot in an

old bank building, Marche’ Artisans at the

Fairmont Queen Elizabeth, a collection of

cheese shops, bakeries, rotisserie meats,

pastries and more and Marche-Villette, a

cheese, charcuterie and pate shop.

Lemeac and L’Express are wonderful

bistros, perfect for lunch, brunch or

dinner. Bis Ristorante is one of the best

Italian restaurants and is open for lunch

and dinner and at the top of the heap are

two restaurants considered the best in

town, Toque’, and Maison Boulud, Daniel

Boulud’s outpost at the Ritz Carlton. HH

Don’t Miss
•     Schwartz  for smoked meat sandwiches.

•     Notre Boeuf-de Grace for an incredible burger.

•     Dinner at Toque!

•     The Chai Old Fashioned at the St James Hotel.

•     A bagel from St. Viateur (yes, better than NYC).

•     A visit to the Notre-Dame Basilica.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM: The Notre-
Dame Basilica in Montreal
TOP: Montreal skyline. CETNRE
LEFT: The Saint Joseph Oratory
in Montreal. CETNRE RIGHT:
Streets of Montreal. ABOVE:
Colorful Stained Glass Pattern in
Palais des Congres, Montreal.
PHOTOS: Depositphotos.com



M
y life choice came naturally to me as my grandfather
on my mother’s side was a barber all his life and
worked throughout Europe. He also cut hair as a sol-

dier in WW2. He opened his barbershop in 1957.
Sam, my Nonno (grandfather) raised 6 kids in a Barber

Loft in downtown  Hamilton, four boys and two girls
including my mother. My mother used to take me to Sam’s
barbershop.  I was so visually inspired, not knowing at a
young age that I would soon be a great barber like Sam! Out
of 30 grandchildren I am proud to say I kept the legacy going.

Distinguished Gents is where quality service is provided
with a vintage technique geared towards a modern world.
When you visit our shop, you will be able to see a lot of sen-
timental antiques from Sam’s barbershop that are still in
working order. Where there is hair, we’re there!  

www.distinguishedgents.com | 647.575.4368
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COMMUNITY NEWS

HUMBER BAY SHORES
A SOCIAL COMMUNITY

Local Business Feature

T
he rain couldn’t keep them away! The
Humber Bay Shores community was
excited for the first Humber Bay

Shores Condo Association Social Event.
Perhaps it was the pumping music or the
food and drinks or just the chance to con-
nect with fellow lakefront dwellers but
whatever the motivation over 80 brave
souls showed up the first ever Humber
Bay shores Singles night at the Firkin. 

On May 31th 2018, HBSCA hosted a first
of its kind event — Singles Night at the
Firkin on the Bay!! 

For the inaugural event, the singles
were out in full force looking to make a
connection, whether for love or friend-
ship with like-minded people wanting to

connect and take advantage of our lake-
front community, biking, kayaking or a
simple picnic in the park!   As the wine
flowed so did the conversation and the
dancing.   Friends were made, numbers
exchanged and a tradition was born.

Our community is  growing rapidly
and developing into a unique waterfront
oasis where people can live, dine and
play.  HBSCA is committed to developing
our waterfront culture and  bringing
people in our neighbourhood together for
good times and comradery. We will be
hosting a number of events with the goal
of building relationships with neigh-
bours. Past events include our Annual
Water Front clean up, which has taken

place for the past 21 years and our
ongoing and growing Farmers Market
taking place every Saturday from May to
October in the East Humber Park. Some
future events include HBSCA Water Front
Festival.  This festival is just around the
corner taking place August 11th, 2018 with
amazing food, vendors and live music!
Look out for more events to come in the
fall and winter editions of Humber Hap-
penings including “The Condo Crawl” —
stay tuned for more details. 

Look for future meet and greet events hosted
by Humber Bay Shores Condo Association
posted both on our website www.hbsca.ca
and on our Facebook page. 

BY DINA GODINHO

HH
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DISTINGUISHED GENTS BARBERSHOP
SUPERIOR HAIR & BEARD CARE

BY FRANKIE SPADAFORA |  OWNER

http://www.hbsca.ca
http://www.distinguishedgents.com


3138 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Etobicoke 
416.708.9743
www.diveworld.ca

The easiest way
to learn scuba
in Toronto

SPECIAL OFFER

SAVE 35%
HBSCA RESIDENT MEMBERS save 35% off
standard beginner level training program. 
See details at WWW.HBSCA.CA 
loyalty program.

DON’T MISS THIS FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

      SCUBA • SNORKELING

         
BAGS & APPAREL

        WETSUITS & DRYSUITS
      SPEARFISH & FREEDIVE

http://www.diveworld.ca
www.markgrimes.ca
www.marinaanimalhospital.ca
www.jamesmaloneymp.ca


TRANSIT
Providing our community with reliable,

efficient and accessible transit services is

one of my top priorities as City Coun-

cillor. I have fought hard to ensure that

my fellow City Councillors, the Mayor,

and the TTC are aware of the critical

transit situation in our Ward. We have

made major strides with the approval of a

new Park Lawn GO station, upgrading

supporting infrastructure for the 501

streetcar, advancing the Waterfront

Transit plan, keeping the 145 Downtown

Express Bus, increasing service on our bus

routes and implementing the new Kipling

subway and Mimico GO express busses. 

PARK LAWN GO
After disappointing news in 2016 that

Metrolinx did not include the Park Lawn

GO station in their 10 year plan, I moved

a motion at City Council requesting that

the City make the Park Lawn GO a priority

project and to send a clear message to

Metrolinx that Park Lawn GO is a neces-

sity. I am thrilled that Metrolinx

reassessed their station analysis and has

agreed to proceed with a preliminary

design business case for a Park Lawn GO

station. First Capital (the owner of the Mr.

Christie’s site) has recognized that their

space is an optimal location for a

strategic transit hub and is willing to

work with the City and Metrolinx to

advance the Park Lawn GO station.

WATERFRONT TRANSIT NETWORK PLAN 
In 2015 I presented a motion to City

Council along with a petition signed by

almost 2000 Ward 6 residents insisting

that the City and TTC “Close the Gap” on

reliable and continuous transit service

between Ward 6 and downtown. That

motion grew into the Waterfront Transit

“Reset” and ultimately the Waterfront

Transit Network Plan which is a network

of integrated segments spanning from

Long Branch to Woodbine Avenue.  

Within the Waterfront Plan, the

Humber Bay Link from Humber Bay

Shores to Exhibition Place has been iden-

tified as a priority segment for

completion. This will be a major step for-

ward for our growing community and I

look forward to sharing more information

about this project with everyone as soon

as it becomes available. 

These two major projects will not be

built overnight, which is why I have ini-

tiated a number of short term transit

solutions to keep our community

moving in the interim.  

MIMICO GO SHUTTLE BUS
The Park Lawn Lakeshore Transportation

Master Plan led to the creation of the

Mimico GO shuttle bus that will connect

residents of Mimico and the Humber Bay

Shores community directly to the

Mimico GO station. This service began

operation on June 25th with the current

route seen as the most reliable option to

synchronize with the 30 minute GO train

time intervals. It is my hope that the suc-

cess of this pilot project will serve as a

model for other integrated transit ser-

vices in our community to help get

people out of their cars.  

HUMBER LOOP & TRACK REPLACEMENT
As you have likely seen, the TTC has

replaced the tracks and associated

streetcar infrastructure along Lake Shore

Blvd W. to support the new low-floor

streetcars which will come into operation

on the 501 line in 2019. 

The Humber Loop has also been

upgraded with new accessible platforms,

lights and a wider and brighter pedes-

trian tunnel. 

I have advocated to make City Council

aware of the critical situation regarding

transit in our area, and while significant

progress is being made with our long

term goals, there is a need to consistently

develop short term solutions to help us

in the interim. Community involvement

is necessary in these types of cases and I

am grateful to the TTC for working to

quickly mobilize on my request on behalf

of the community. I look forward to

watching these projects come to life and

witness all of the positive ways that they

will support our community. 

Mark Grimes is the Councillor for Ward 6

Etobicoke-Lakeshore. He is a life-long resi-

dent, activist and businessperson in south

Etobicoke. He can be reached by email at

councillor_grimes@toronto.ca, or by phone

at 416-397-9273

COMMUNITY News

HUMBER BAY SHORES

TRANSIT UPDATE
BY COUNCILLOR MARK GRIMES

HH
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WE WELCOME NEW PATIENTS • WE ALSO OFFER INVISALIGN

2198 Lakeshore Blvd W., Etobicoke, ON  M8V 1A4
ph: 416-259-0020 • email: contact@mimicocreekdental.com • www.mimicocreekdental.com

mailto:contact@mimicocreekdental.com
http://www.mimicocreekdental.com
www.magicmaids.ca
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M
other Nature made it difficult to prepare the park

for summer. Just when soil preparation, seeding,

mulching and planting were to begin, vicious

storms wreaked havoc. Humongous waves tossed tons

of debris inland and caused deep erosion in many places.

Uprooted trees and broken branches littered paths and

trails. Parks and Recreation had their work cut out. At

times there were thirty workers in the park, cutting trees

and shifting huge rocks off the paths with large front-

end loaders. A big thank you to those who worked long

hours, even on weekends, to get the park in shape for the

summer visitors. In summer it’s no longer just photogra-

phers, birdwatchers, dog walkers and habitués who go out

in any weather, it’s also the warm weather crowd. 

THE SUMMER CROWD
Community news

HH

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY IRENE JARDINE 

For more information or to become a member
follow us on Facebook (Friends of Humber Bay
Park) friendsofhumberbaypark@gmail.com

Whether on a school outing or just kids in the park with their family, there
are so many ways to expend energy and, at the same time, get a healthy dose
of Mother Nature. It is here where dad has time to teach the kids the finer
points of soccer or where they can run and play without worrying about traffic. 

When I was a child growing up in a farming
community, the most glorious meals were
the ones when we dragged the kitchen table
out to the yard on a great summer Sunday
and ate our mid-day meal under the big tree.
For many families and groups of friends the
park is the destination where they can
spread out their blankets or set up their lawn
chairs and enjoy food which tastes better
when spiced with fresh air. 

In our multi-cultural society,
for many the park is the
meeting place for sharing
nostalgic memories of a
homeland far away but
which is under the same sky
as their new country. 

During quiet times in the park,
old friends wander over for a
game of cards or to have great
discussions about politics and
the general state of the world. 

mailto:friendsofhumberbaypark@gmail.com


www.empirecommunities.com


Since 1988, Humber Bay Travel has been planning amazing vacations. Ocean and river 
cruises, sun getaways, cultural trips to Asia and Europe, villas and private charter flights. 
Our specialty is putting together itineraries that make the most of your precious vacation time.

HUMBER BAY TRAVEL
88 Palace Pier Court, Main Floor • FREE PARKING

(416)236-2266
www.HumberBayTravel.com

Tico 50019261

“We travel not
to escape life,
but for life not
to escape us.”

Humber Bay Shores Waterfront Festival 
Saturday August 11th – 10AM – 7PM

Working on your 
travel wishlist?

Canada Coast to Coast
The Galapagos Islands
Machu Picchu 
Bora Bora 
Angkor Wat 
Iceland’s Northern Lights
Serengeti Migration 
Himalayas Trek 
Great Barrier Reef Dive
Private Caribbean Villa 
Set foot on Antarctica 

The world is out there
for you to explore. 

Follow us on Facebook for
travel news, specials and
upcoming events. 
@HumberBayTravel

Celebrating

30years
of Business

Come visit us at this year’s festival. It’a a great day out with family, friends and
your community neighbours! There will be fantastic music, food and entertainment!
Once again, we will have lots of great vacation ideas, some treats for the kids, and
more. NEW!!!  We are excited to introduce Humber Bay Getaways — exclusive tours
for Humber Bay Shores residents. Just look for us beside the Can-ar Coach.

http://www.HumberBayTravel.com



